
A sexy new series!A sexy new series!



The Logline
Chloë, is the most sought after “consultant” in the
underground fetish world, a single mom of three, and
owner of the upscale sex shop, Dirty Deeds. This is her
world…and the stories within it. Are you sure you’re
ready for this?

The Concept
Chloë Sanders is a single mother with three kids:
Sophie, Brandon and Allison. Like any single parent,
Chloë juggles raising her kids, running the family sex
business, and moonlighting as an expert to the fetish
world.

Dirty Deeds is a TV series that lets us in the not-so-
ordinary office space of sex toys, lingerie, and everything
else pleasure and pain. Chloë is a sexually frustrated
mom who tries to balance her work life, social life, and
family life. Chloë’s daughter Sophie, after returning
from university, believes that she has the solution to
take the family store from “mom & pop” to nationally
acclaimed success. Sophie’s views on business clash
with her mom’s style of doing things, and as much as
Chloë doesn’t want her kids involved, she slowly learns
that life is easier to balance when she submits. But for
Chloë, submission is easier
coached while moonlighting,
then practiced at home.
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Runtime
Dirty Deeds is written for a runtime of twenty-two minutes per
episode. Each season will consist of six episodes.

Production Notes
The production will be financed through private equity and
sponsorship subsidies and tax rebates. The pilot episode and
subsequent series will be filmed in the Ottawa/Gatineau
region of Canada over a period of two weeks. The first day 
of principal photography is scheduled for spring 2010 upon
the completion of financing.

Distribution
The producers will seek licensing agreements from broadcasters
in both domestic and foreign markets through the services of
a sales agent. Since the nature of the subject matter may not
fit traditional broadcasters guidelines, alternate methods of
distribution will also be pursued such as cable, video on
demand (VOD), mobile, webcast, dvd boxed set collections,
and any other forms of distribution deemed viable and
profitable by the producers.
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CChhllooëë  iiss……
A Word to our
Partners/Advertisers
As viewing habits have changed, the television landscape has shifted
dramatically, many agree for the better. With the advent of Tivo,
DVR’s, Boxee, Netflix and numerous online sites such as YouTube,
Hulu and Ustream, the choice has become what the consumer wants
when the consumer wants it. This has fragmented audiences over
many different niches and brands.

Fewer consumers even watch commercials anymore, most preferring
to fast-forward right through. The challenge has been to integrate
the advertising directly into the content, without putting the viewer
off and sometimes, without the viewer even realizing it. This is the
age-old practice of product placement, whereby an advertiser has
products in the set design, scenery, or right in the hands of the actor.

Certain industries do not have the luxury of traditional forms of
promotion available to them. It is these products that benefit most
from product placement. Although you will always find the ubiquitous
bottle of Coke somewhere on a table, you do not always see the latest
sex toy, unless it is directly related to the context of the program.

Dirty Deeds provides a fantastic opportunity for advertisers to hide
right out in the open. Dirty Deeds may be a fictitious shop, but the
products and displays are very real. This provides a wonderful canvas
for many of our investor/partners to buy advertising on the show, in
the form of sponsorship. Like any real store, we cannot guarantee there
will not be any competitor’s products on the shelves, but we will
consider preferential placement on a “first come, first served” basis.

We are very excited about the long term prospects of Dirty Deeds
and we look forward to a long lasting partnership with our Investor/
Partners as we go into pre-production in the fall of 2010. Please refer
to contact page for more info.
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Director/Executive Producer 
JO MARR 

His professional career began as an actor in Toronto, Canada. After working on various sets
such as Dream Team with Michael Keaton and Sea Of Love with Al Pacino, Jo moved to
Hollywood where he quickly landed several roles, including Phil Alden Robinson’s Sneakers
starring Robert Redford and gaining membership in the Screen Actors Guild. In 1993 Jo
wrote and directed a short “Who’s Killing The Meter Maids?” starring Mariska Hargitay
(Law & Order SVU). Due to “Meter Maids” Jo co-founded Nichol Moon Entertainment, a
production service company designed to help independent filmmakers & from 1994 to 1999
Jo and Nichol Moon assisted in more than 250 productions, including Swingers directed 
by Doug Liman (Bourne identity, Mr. & Mrs. Smith), and Headless by Lawrence Guterman
(Cats & Dogs, Mask 2).

Concurrently and up to date, Jo continued his writing, directing, and acting in off Broadway
theatre as well as the feature films See Dick Die by Elvis Restaino, and Wrong Number by
Richard Middleton. Since departing Nichol Moon in 1999, Jo started Arrival Pictures with the
same independent spirit and mission as it’s predecessor, producing a series of features
(including the winner of the 1999 New York Film and Video Festival, and Moxie award Best
Screenplay) Blink of an Eye (Urban Jungle) by Van Fischer, originating from one of Jo’s scripts,
and shorts and music videos amassed, as well as consulting on several other projects. In 2004,
Jo co-produced the feature film Drop Dead Sexy (Jason Lee and Crispin Glover), directed

by Michael Philip, which premiered in the SXSW film festival 2005
and was acquired by Lions Gate films. Since January 2005, Jo has
been Head of Features at Kentauros Studios, Bucharest & Raleigh
Film Budapest where he has implemented a western style
infrastructure of management, and worked in some capacity on
several productions including Van Wilder 2 for Tapestry Films
(Wedding Crashers). IN 2006, jo co-founded film Tiger and
produced Timber falls, Night Train and Stag Night for Arnold

Rifkin’s Cheyenne Productions. 

In to 2010 Jo continues to develop the Film Tiger
slate, which includes features, tv, animation and
mobile content. “Going thru a Thing” will be Jo’s
feature film directorial debut.

www.filmtiger.eu 
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Writer/Executive
Producer
KYLE RANSOME

Kyle graduated with a diploma in TV
Broadcasting from Algonquin College in
Ottawa. His professional career began as
a production assistant, while working on
the set of Road Grill in Ottawa, Canada.
Road Grill taught him the basics of television production and gave
him a firm understanding of the groundwork needed to put together
a television show.

After completing Road Grill he went on to work as a junior editor 
for a local production company in Ottawa where he learned the
basics of composition and framing. Kyle spent six months working 
as an editor until he was given the opportunity to step up to the
production manager position for a music video job in Toronto
Canada. It was there where he finished his contract as an editor 
and made his way back to Toronto for a two-month music video
shoot for and up-and-coming Toronto group, The Apollo Effect, 
on their debut single The Bomb, which spent four weeks airing on
MuchMusic. After finishing his music video work Kyle was asked to
return to Ottawa by his former employers to be a sponsorship
coordinator for a local home and gardening show. At the same time,
Kyle enrolled at Ottawa University to complete his BA studies in
Mass Communication, skewed with film studies.

Currently Kyle has been writing where he has developed the pilot
script for Dirty Deeds along with the production of Dirty Deeds, he is
also working on another project. Kyle is in the process of developing a
strong bill of programming for his company, Stolen Logo Productions,
where he believes in pushing the limits of television and taking
programming to the next level. It was in 2009 where Kyle met Jo
Marr and after a few meetings, the two set forward to put the
production of Dirty Deeds to work.

Kyle is…Kyle is…



Wanda is…

Creative Consultant/
Executive Producer
WANDA COTIE

A diverse background no doubt, Wanda
brings the spice to the script of Dirty Deeds
through her own stories and a is 10-year
veteran owning sex shops in Ottawa, Canada.

An enthusiast of kink and the fetish world as
well as being a living  the bdsm lifestyle mixed with her sense of humour
along with the study of human sexuality and behaviours are paramount
in bringing Chloë and the characters of Dirty Deeds to life.

A true entrepreneur with a twenty year background in commercial real
estate development, she is well familiar with starting new projects and
bringing them to fruition.

Wanda looks forward to further pushing envelopes and opening the
viewers minds to a new arena of sexuality. "All people have a fetish for
something...." says Wanda who is a true Domme herself will have Chloë
and the crew of Dirty Deeds challenge our viewers to find their OWN
kink.

Wanda is well-respected as a member of the BDSM community. 

www.wickedwandas.ca

Wanda is…



… a different kind of office

Curious?
Jo Marr • jm@filmtiger.eu • 613.255.1965 or 310.601.8542
Wanda Cotie • wanda@wickedwandas.ca • 613.820.6032
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Request a sponsorship
Rate package.


